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People prefer living 
close to water



There is lack of seaside dwellings. 
Seaside housing is expensive.



Unoccupied land - the water



Most urban areas are situated 
close to waterways



1. The Floating Space vision



Our vison is a unique concept which incorporates 
strong brand potential based on...

Cost efficiency
Sustainability

Building technology
Marine materials Self-sufficiency

Unique design



..providing excellent public and private shoreline areas



Floating Spaces is an innovative concept for urban areas



Our vision improves shoreline utilisation..



The house is specifically designed for the marine 
culture and the marine environment



The slender design of the Floating Spaces 
house is suitable for the overall appearance 
of the shoreline



The external appearance may be 
varied with color and material



The houses maintain a public shoreline



Floating Spaces form diverse, 
attractive neighborhoods



The open interior layout makes the space 
appear larger than its actual physical size



The house enables different 
layouts



Floating Spaces aim to reach the passive house standard. 
Resource efficiency, self sufficiency, a long life-cycle and 
little required maintenance are additional sustainability 
aims. 

























 2. Construction, eco-efficiency 
and energy aims



Our aim is to create an eco- and self-sufficient floating house, 
suited for marine environment, considering all elements during 
its life cycle, including the requirements of the passive house 
concept



Production costs 60%

Use costs 5%

Life cycle lenght 100-150%

Delivery costs 20%

Estimated costs



The production moulds are simple and inexpensive



The construction method generate completely sealed elements, 
preventing them from being damaged by moist



The walls and roof are based on a 30 cm thick watertight 
sandwich core structure, which provide excellent isolation 
preventing structural damage over the time



The sandwich double skin hull structure provides a high degree of 
safety. The separate hulls are each divided into several watertight 
compartments increasing both safety and stability



The hulls are durable for ice-conditions but can be kept ice-free 
by maintaining water-circulation around the house



The house is intended for serial production at a boat- or shipyard



The houses will be delivered by sea..
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..transport by is sea is efficient and inexpensive



The main heating supply will be based on sea-water heater exchange system. Solar 
panel roof generate the energy needed, wind energy can additionally increase energy 
sources. The house is usually connected to the communal technology.



Thin rooftop solar cells provide energy



Three layer glass windows combine good isolation 
with a maximum amount of daylight.



The houses can be placed in different environments 
with varying municipal level of service, because of 
their high level of self sufficiency with a biological 
water cleaning system



The house is based on composite materials simply because 
composites are best suited for marine environments



Composite materials are environmentally 
neutral, virtually non aging and have low 
maintenance costs



The aim is also to adapt an intelligent management system 
to control different functions and resources of the house with 
external management based on mobile devices





Kockum, OCCT shipyards…
“…the composite technology has the benefit 
of being fully proven and reliable by military 
development and it has been in operation 
for the last thirty years. The result is a truly 
unique material with outstanding advantages 
- all to competitive costs of production.”



 “Composite constructions may be up to six 
times lighter and up to ten times stronger 
than steel. Low weight equals less material 
usage.” (OCCT)



3. Market aim and potential 3. Market potential 
and company aims



The use of floating architecture increases all 
over the world for a variety purposes ranging 
from private, leisure and corporate use



A large amount of urban centers 
are close to waterways



The marketplace today..



The marketplace today..



Primarily the Floating Spaces are aimed for the markets 
of the Baltic Sea region such as Finland, Sweden, Germany 
and Estonia where we have previously established 
potential customers and existing business contacts



Sights for floating houses in Helsinki



Kaisaniemi



Herttoniemi



Skeppsholmen, Stockholm



Strängnäs, Sweden



Brandenburg, Germany...



The secondary target market is the 
EU...



..and the growing economies in Asia.



Floating Spaces has vast global market potential additionally because it can be applied to different 
purposes such as offices, hotels, summer-residences, restaurants or cafés. Mobile summer residences 
is another potential market area, which already is part of the development plans for the Brandenburg 
lake area in Germany. 



1. From idea to commercial concept by 2010
2. Expansion of business and sales 2011
3. Expansion by make to order principle, break even 2011
4. Substancial sales and marketing efforts by 2012, aims > 20 Floating Spaces



Strengths
Unique design
Eco-efficient/passive house
Water based living highly attractive
Beneficial for owners, the community and municipality
Marine construction and material choises
Cost efficient production
Long life-cycle
Security

Weaknesses
Restricted amount of suitable producers
Resistance towards floating architecture

Opportunities
Few competitors
New market-area
Interest for passive houses
Good investment/market penetration ratio

Threats
Slow change in legislation
Limited amount of placements rights
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The brand
Floating Spaces has a strong brand potential based on unique 
design, building technology, marine material use, environmental 
sustainability & self-sufficiency


